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Story
Fast fashion with a clear conscience? - Tessa and the Fashion Mafia

Chaos Queen Tessa's comfortable life has finally come to an end since she became a secret agent (by
mistake) of the internationally operating secret service R.I.N.G. Now she's out to put a stop to the
masterminds of organized crime.
Cool, stylish, and exciting, T for Tessa combines classic chick-lit elements with trendy agent plotting. In
each volume, there is a new thrilling case to keep readers on their toes.

What happens in Volume 3:
Tessa joins the school newspaper because she wants to prove to her crush Timo, the editor-in-chief, that
she is a damn cool eighth grader. Wouldn't it be laughable if Tessa didn't make a top investigative journalist
with her newly acquired agent skills? She wants to research how well recycling clothes works: Customers
can return their used clothing, and stores like Fashionista refurbish the clothes and donate them to
neighborhood projects. With the help of a GPS tracker sewn into a used sweater, they track the sweater to
the Suez Canal ... but this does not fit the promises of Fashionista at all. The problem of old clothes imports
seems to be even bigger than Tessa suspects. And then Tessa and the Girl Group receive a tip that calls for
RING's intervention ...

• Chick-lit with trendy agent plot in international settings: Charlie's Angels meets Austin Powers
• Exciting and humorous entertainment for readers aged 11 and up, unmistakably humorous and
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entertaining à la Frauke Scheunemann
• Special topic: fast fashion & greenwashing, narrated with coolness, humor and a touch of romance

Frauke Scheunemann
Frauke Scheunemann was born in 1969 in Düsseldorf, and qualified as a lawyer. She started by working on
a placement with the North German Radio, and ended up as a journalist and press spokesperson. Since
2002 she has been a freelance author and writes very successful novels with her sister Wiebke Lorenz
under the Anne Hertz pseudonym. The entire Anne Hertz output amounts to one million books. In 2010
Scheunemann’s first solo novel appeared, called Dackelblick, which was an instant bestseller and became
the first volume in a much-loved series. Frauke Scheunemann is married and lives in Hamburg with her
husband and four children, and Elmo the dog.

More titles in this series

T for Tessa - Secret Agent
by Surprise (Vol. 1)

T for Tessa - Codeword:
Lotus Flower (Vol. 2)
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